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We asked and you answered!
Here are the results of the
Climate Council’s 2021 Annual
Survey, informed by thousands
of our passionate supporters,
who are at the heart of
everything we do.

QLD
16%
NSW
38%

WA
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SA
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VIC
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ACT
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TAS
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WHAT WE’VE ACHIEVED TOGETHER
Our most powerful actions, as voted by you:
1. Amplifying voices in the national conversation.
Through the National Bushfire and Climate Summit, the
launch of the Australian Bushfire and Climate Plan, or
Emergency Leaders for Climate Action (ELCA)'s work in
the media, together, we're ensuring a range of voices
are front and centre in the national conversation about
climate change, and what we need to do.

2. Profiling solutions. From the Clean Jobs Plan for 76,000
jobs to re-engineer our energy system, renew industries
and restore our environment, to localised solutions in
Queensland through our Leaders and Legends report, our
shared commitment to profile and promote credible climate
solutions that we know work has only strengthened.
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3. Discrediting gas. We’ve pushed back against the Federal
Government’s gas-led recovery with a series of critical
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interventions including our Passing Gas: why renewables
are the future report – and through the actions of our
incredible Climate Council community, who have
amplified our impact at every turn.

Supported by the Climate Council:

ISSUES WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT
These are the issues Climate
Council supporters deemed
most important.
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Advocating for the transition
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Educating Australians on climate
change and extreme weather

to renewable energy

Promoting clean jobs and new
economic opportunities
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Uncovering the economic

Highlighting international

impacts of climate change

action on climate change

HOW WE’RE TAKING ACTION
Climate Council supporters are actively getting involved
in our work and driving our campaigns forward by:

1. Making our voices heard

2. Getting the word out by

by taking online actions,

sharing Climate Council

such as signing petitions or

content, such as reports,

writing to decision-makers

with family and friends

3. Engaging in experiences by
attending online and COVID-

4. Powering the Climate
Council by making a donation

Safe Climate Council events

5. Holding decision-makers
to account by meeting
with representative MPs

The Climate Council turns
single voices which are easily
ignored into a large community
voice which is getting much
harder to ignore.

WHAT YOU HAD TO SAY
Here's what Climate Council supporters shared
with us, on everything from what being a part
of this community means, to experiencing
the real-world impacts of climate change.

My levels of fear, anxiety
and anger have all been
heightened by the inadequate
responses of successive
governments to the crisis.

Climate extremes have
cost our agricultural
business at least $200k
in the past 3 years.

I strongly support independent
leadership on climate change
and the role that you play in
advocacy, awareness, media
and engagement.
It gives me a connection
to a community that
shares my values and
care for the planet.

My concerns are with the
impacts of climate change on the
Great Barrier Reef where I have
seen a lot of change over the
years of living in North QLD.

THANK YOU
Thank you to our incredible Climate Council community!
Continue the conversation at:

crowd-funded science information

